
Nonstress Test

 Medical Record Number: 

Name:

Date of Birth: 

Date of NST: 

Reason for NST (Check all that apply):

Monitoring fetal well-being

Decreased fetal movement

Maternal high blood pressure

Gestational diabetes

Overdue pregnancy

Other: ________________________

Initial Observations:

Fetal Heart Rate at Start: 

Maternal Blood Pressure (if applicable):

Maternal Blood Glucose Level (if applicable): 

Monitoring (Record at 5-minute intervals)

Time (minutes):

5 _____________

10 ____________

15 ____________

20 ____________

25 ____________

30 ____________

Fetal Heart Rate (bpm):

5 _____________

10 ____________

15 ____________

20 ____________

25 ____________

30 ____________



Maternal Blood Pressure (if applicable):

5 ____________

10 ___________

15 ___________

20 ___________

25 ___________

30 ___________

Maternal Blood Glucose Level (if applicable):

5 ____________

10 ___________

15 ___________

20 ___________

25 ___________

30 ___________

NST Result: (Choose one)

Reactive (Fetal heart rate accelerations observed)

Nonreactive (No fetal heart rate accelerations)

Indeterminate (Explain in notes)

Additional Notes:


	5: minutes
	10: minutes
	15: minutes
	20: minutes
	25: minutes
	30: minutes
	5_2: 140 bpm
	10_2: 145 bpm
	15_2: 150 bpm
	20_2: 152 bpm
	25_2: 150 bpm
	30_2: 148 bpm
	5_3: 122/78 mm Hg
	10_3: 120/76 mm Hg
	15_3: 118/74 mm Hg
	20_3: 116/72 mm Hg
	25_3: 18/76 mm Hg
	30_3: 120/78 mm Hg
	5_4: N/A
	10_4: -
	15_4: -
	20_4: -
	25_4: -
	30_4: -
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	Text4: -The NST showed a reactive result with fetal heart rate accelerations observed throughout the monitoring period.
- Maternal blood pressure remained within the normal range during the test.
- Maternal blood glucose levels were not applicable in this case.
- The NST was conducted in response to the patient's report of decreased fetal movement, and reassuring results were obtained.

	Other: 
	0: 
	1: 
	0: 
	1: 120/80 mm Hg
	2: 




